Tongass Fjords Docks
Part A
Welcome to Part A of a two part series for Tongass Fjords Docks. The docks in this package
are the following:
TF01 Cape Decision Lighthouse
TF02 Corner Bay Dock
TF03 Biorka Island Dock
TF04 Edna Bay Dock
TF05 Five Finger Lighthouse
TF06 Frederick Point VOR Dock
TF07 Institute Creek Marina Dock
TF08 Labouchere Dock
TF09 Naukati Bay Dock
I have tried to create the docks to be as close to the real ones as possible, using the “ghost”
images we see in the Google Earth satellite photos. Most are very close. There are three
exceptions to this:
1. Cape Decision Dock – Now well-described by satellite or photos and very difficult
FS2020 geography for placement. This one will work for simmers having fun, but it is
(probably) not at all like what is there.
2. Frederick Point VOR Dock – This one is not well-described nor were there any photos
found of it. Google Earth does not portray an image we could use. So we used our
imagination a little on this one.
3. Labouchere Dock – This also has no pictures on the internet, nor does it show usable
ghost images in the Google Earth Satellite view. We did find a pdf discussing the
Labouchere Dock site and area. There was a pulp mill/saw mill in the bay and that is
now defunct. The environmentalists have found toxic levels of oil and other hazaradous
materials (probably just above the allowed levels for ice cream, but good enough to
throw a lot of tax dollars at). So they are doing a “hazaradous waste” cleanup at the
site. Here again, I used a little imagination and created something you would enjoy
visiting.
Other that the three mentioned above, the rest are very true to “real”. Here is an example for
Naukati Bay. You can clearly see the white “ghost” images and how I covered them. There is
a difference in satellite photos, one shows the “fueling dock” as vertical to the shore, a second
photo show it larger and horizontal to the shore … with an additional pier to the north. This
was the latest photo, so this is the one I duplicated. You'll see the differences in the
before/after screenshots below:
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COPYRIGHT AND LEGAL STATEMENTS
Return to Misty Moorings (RTMM) is a freeware site made up of a volunteer team that creates
fascinating and beautiful scenery locations in the RTMM "area". The RTMM area is currently
defined as southern Alaska (bounded by Anchorage to the north and Homer to the west),
southwestern British Columbia and western Washington state.
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DISCLAIMER
User accepts all risk associated with this scenery file. AUTHOR WILL NOT BE HELD
ACCOUNTABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO USER SYSTEM HARDWARE.
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COPYRIGHT and LICENSE
This scenery is released as Freeware. As freeware you are permitted to distribute this
archive subject to the following conditions:
- The archive must be distributed without modification to the contents of the archive. Redistributing this archive with any files added, removed or modified is prohibited.
- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another archive without the prior
permission of the author is prohibited. This means, for example, that you may not upload an
archive that uses this texture set with your own scenery or include it in a package containing
any other scenery without first obtaining the authors' permission.
- No charge, fee or monetary amount may be made from this archive. It's free and must
remain that way!!
- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be respected.
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